
My name Julia, I am an author and scientist.
I am acting on behalf of the Russian team of scientists regarding 
the project in the production of the, '5G Protection USB 
Rezotone Key'.  
Over these years I invested lots of effort and funds to help 
develop this technology. It was
my plan to open in London stock market this technology in 
2008, but the collapse of the worldwide economy stopped this.  
Why this product such a unique?  
USB REZOTONE protected all living organisms from 5G 
negative effect, but at the same time did not interrupt work of 
the any gadget which working on 4, 5 G technology. However 
production are very limited due to the complexity of the 
technology using multiple processes to create a mini computer 
in the key.
Rezotone USB device was created in 2011, it has a license 
issued by the Russian government and 5 patents.
Each rezotone hand made, it is 5 stage, after each stage check 
up process, all which not satisfied 100% will be rejected, 2 team 
of scientists involved and after # 3 team added their programs, 
and many of this programs was patented.  
So from each rezotone part of the profit goes to each patent 
holder, to team of engineers, for the new parts and to further 
research. (plus agents %, bookkeeper %, web. artist payment, 
editor for the website, shipping cost, banks transfers, etc.)
Even cover for the USB was carefully chosen, which have most 
best plastic which letting programs  
go via easy...they did order 100 covers from each factories on 
the planet, who produce them and check and  
finally found most best one.



When there was an explosion at Fukushima Nuclear plant, the 
Russian far East was protected from radiation by similar 
programs on
flash USB cards, they were put on cell towers.
Because these USB REZOTONE can protect the house, the 
room and the people inside. A Russian team of scientists has 
collected
data from 3,000 people who have already used USB 
REZOTONE over the past years. Some of these people worked 
in highly toxic
radioactive and electromagnetic hazardous areas. But by using a 
protective USB REZOTONE, it gave them extraordinary 
positive
health results with no side effects from radiation.
Originally I contacted Sacha Stone and Simon Parkes in April 
2019. It was with the intention from the very beginning to start 
producing the USB’s for Connecting Consciousness members. I 
thought, by mistake, that Sacha Stone was also associated with 
Connecting
Consciousness, so I proposed that Sacha Stone members could 
also receive the USB’s. At that time Sacha Stone was represent 
MAHARA LTD company.
I did bring samples of USB Rezotone to London, spent 2 weeks 
in London with the presentations about REZOTONE 
technology to Sacha Stone & Jacques Bauer and other people. 
During this weeks, as a result of constant daily contact with the 
Russian scientists, was collected information in order to launch 
new company, open website and start public presentations.



Website «5Gbioshield» was created.  
Sacha Stone flew to Los Angeles for the presentation, second 
presentation was in London on September 25th 2019.
THE ONLY FULL SPECTRUM DEFENCE AGAINST 5G
https://www.bitchute.com/video/laDp7mmESgP5/
THE SCIENCE BEHIND THE 5G REZOTONE SHIELD
https://www.bitchute.com/video/LcMjBuhn7XFu/
There was no agreement in place. Financier V. Kolesnikov that 
represents the Russian side, sent his financial model and 
proposal to MAHARA LTD. There has been not been any reply.
The group of Russian scientists were watching for 
developments, and were really surprised there was not any 
proposal from Sacha Stone side to my team about payment in 
this deal. As that was the case, it rude and unacceptable. 
Russian scientists there are feeling that this is quite shameful. 
We all are considered as one group and by acting this way has 
been disrespect to all concerned.
MAHARA LTD wished to move production out of Russia and 
to start production in a very large quantities.
Russian scientists simply cannot produce such a huge amount. 
Production proven, it is around then 100-150 USB key a month 
max and will stay this way. Consequently no agreement was 
signed.
As anyone can understand, the testing period went badly. The 
Russian Rezotone model had not yet gone live. So instead of 
the Russian USB, new company “ 5G bioshield” simply  
decided to mimic original USB. They found USB which was 
selling on Amazon. They added a

https://www.bitchute.com/video/laDp7mmESgP5/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/LcMjBuhn7XFu/


sticker and started selling as a device which can protect people 
from radiation!
On the website all information which was about USB 
REZOTONE remained almost without any changes. All ideas, 
Rezotone abilities and how programs worked, pictures, 
testimonials, all of this was about the original Russian USB 
REZOTONE.
The few changes, which they made sounded tricky and 
unprofessional.  
For example in order in some cases to start to feel if it was 
protecting the purchaser from
radiation it may sometimes take few weeks!  
Just check on main page of the 5gbioshield.com: it is 
manipulation of the CC members mind !
Or
5GBioShield USB Key provides protection of your home and 
family and the wearable holographic nano-layer catalyzer, 
which can be attached to the smartphone or any other electric
radiation emitting device. It did not say from what this 
protection was from. NONE !
FAQs
DOES the device remove EMF ? Can I use a meter to measure 
EMF ? 
The 'electro magnetic meter' can only measure the intensity of 
radiation which is not changed

http://5gbioshield.com/


by our technology.
Simon Parkes Connecting Consciousness members end up in 
hands of team of scam artists and charlatans!
Distribution with new USB started in January 2020. Videos of 2 
presentations from 2019 about USB REZOTONE in USA and 
London were used on YOUTUBE, underneath the video was 
placed a link to purchase the new 'Laki' USB 
from “5Gbioshield.com”. They were using our genuine patented 
technology and information about our genuine product to sell 
their 'Laki' powered by his 'Divine Consciousness', embedded in 
glass, not crystal like found on Roswell UFO as had been 
claimed by Simon Parkes in his Connecting Conscious video.
This is why customers who bought at first the REZOTONE 
USB and then after a USB from the new «5G bioshield»Co , 
thinking that it was a second version of the REZOTONE, key. 
Each and
everyone who got the 'new' glass with sticker Laki '5Gbioshield' 
model all felt the difference (no power) and quickly sent back 
this USB from “5G bioshield” and asked for refund.
People thought that this is a new version of the Russian USB 
REZOTONE. Here for example just one Testimonial.

http://5gbioshield.com/


( short version )  
Amie, LA, USA, 21th of January 2020
“I currently have three of your USB devices when they were 
sold on “5gbioshield.com”. (Now they sell something else that 
doesn’t work!) I love your USB REZOTONE keys. They even 
help with my gas mileage in my car by 4 mpg! I would like to 
buy three more from your new website, so I can add a couple 
more in my house for 5g protection and one permanently in my 
car. A few months later I watched Simon Parkes advertising
it. https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=5XN7ZjSx1sw&feature=youtu.beWhen the “new” USB keys 
came up for sale, I purchased thinking it was your USB key 
with a visual redesign. We tried the new keys for about a week 
and got no result. I didn’t say anything to my fiance. He came 
to me that week and told me what I already knew. He dowsed 
the new keys and got a zero
response. Those keys do absolutely nothing. The company was 
nice enough to let me send them back for a refund. Simon also 
put out another video to clarify that it was a different key. That 
was when I researched and found your new website, so I could 
order the real ones. Those other scientists claim their USB key 
is made out of crystal and are made in limited quantities On.
5gbioshield.com. USB cost 350$ ...Well I found that same exact 
USB key they sell on

http://5gbioshield.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5XN7ZjSx1sw&feature=youtu.be
http://on.5gbioshield.com/


Amazon for $10. It isn’t crystal. It is glass and mass produced 
in  
china. https://www.amazon.com/Flash-Crystal-Memory- 
WaterproofPendrive/dp/B07ZT2PSSF/ref=sr_1_5?
crid=1TX6PEUF5GY82&keywords=crystal+ usb 
+flash+drive&qid=1579439639&sprefix=crystal+usb%2Caps%
2C163&sr=8-5 “
People taking a look at whether the 5G Apocalypse video, made 
by Sacha Stone was a tool to make millions of $ capitalizing on 
people’s fear of death from the global 5G roll out.
Letters from Russian law firm was sent to Simon Parkes and to 
Mahara LTD,  
which created 5Gbioshield.com, warning they they may receive 
invitation by the court regarding illegal activities, fraud. Please 
see attachment #1.
Takedown Request to close « 5Gbioshield.com» was register on 
December 19th 2019.
Patent, certificate was translated and notarized. Attorney was 
ready via court close website « 5Gbioshiled», but it will not 
preventing « 5Gbisoheield» simply to re-name website and 
open under new name. This is why we did not go further.
DMCA Support <support@dmca.com>,
takedowns@dmca.com
Case Details:
Case Number: DMCA-CASE#206883 
Type: Takedown Request  
Case Status: Paid  
Case Updated: 3/9/2020 1:36:08 PM  
Your Account Name: http://5grezotoneshield.com/
Contact Name: TBD Subject: DMCA Takedown

mailto:support@dmca.com
mailto:takedowns@dmca.com
http://5grezotoneshield.com/
https://www.amazon.com/Flash-Crystal-Memory-
http://5gbioshield.com/
http://5gbioshield.com/


USB REZOTONE via USB from « bioshield»
REZOTONE:
YES, it did not show that radiation change, but it show that 
parameters of the body: blood, water, brain activity and so on 
were not affected...and it was proven with the 5 patents, license 
and certificate.
Pr. Lakisevich telling that his sticker also created the same 
effect, but he doesn’t have any patents, no certificate, nothing 
real to support his claims. He did receive an invitation from
Russia scientist to visit Russia and conduct check up and 
possibility to receive certificate, but he denied invitation and 
did not want to do testings.
Jacques Bauer scientific part about REZOTONE still now 
on “bioshield” website.Many people
told that it looks totally alike.  
So we did removed Jacques Bauer results from REZOTONE 
website and now on our website show independent results from 
2 professors. But we can send and you can easy compare.
And now '5Gbioshield' sending 'independent' result, again from 
Swiss, for sure 'independent'



About Pr. Lakicevic from Serbia now, creator of USB from « 
bioshield»
You can see him here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5XN7ZjSx1sw&t=473s
on 19 00 min he is talking about his « secret « which is in 
reality «Sticker on a plastic toy» !
Pr. Lakicevic we all asking you: PLEASE stop your «BABY 
TALK» !!! This Serbian doctor sadly is scanty in his 
capabilities. One consolation is that such fake USB products 
from them, are not worth the materials they are made of. It is 
based on his DECA, holographic image and ONLY.
Answer from the Russian scientists, creators of USB rezotone.
Here from main creator of USB REZOTONE regarding this 
Serbian DECA in USB from https://5gbioshield.com

result should be done independently and arrived not from 
«bioshield»
Simon Parkes did say that USB from «bioshield» was better 
than REZOTONE, but why then is he himself using 
REZOTONE since November 2019? Even after numerous 
letters from lawyers, he still did not want to return the 3 
Rezotone USB's back. He advised his people, friends and 
favorite coordinators of CC to buy REZOTONE and even 
giving my private e-mail addresses to all of them. Jacques 
Bauer, Anna Grochovalskaia, Sacha Stone, all of them are using 
our REZOTONE USB.
5G Apocalypse London Jacques H Bauer  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oJ43utmcm_cstart on 47 00 
min about RUSSIAN USB REZOTONE SACHA STONE had 
our USB as a samples

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5XN7ZjSx1sw&t=473s
https://5gbioshield.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oJ43utmcm_c


"Efficiency of hologram 15%, placebo effect. 85% remains 
unchanged. The effect does not increase on the amount. The 
efficiency of this device in USB even less, compared to our it 
only 6%. Truth in the  https://5gbioshield.com
«Fifteen years ago, I received a copyright in the United States 
for a volumetric image album published in Russia in 2000. It 
was translated into English and was being prepared for 
publication. It contained detailed meditation instructions for 
each image and a holographic method of concentration, which 
allows to enhance the effect of the proposed harmonious forms.
This image from Serbian person, name LAKI is just a miserable 
and incompetent repetition and is actually an inhibitor that 
deprives you of strength. For stressful conditions and for 
hypertension, this form is acceptable, but for a short time, 
because it plants the kidneys and causes brain edema ... and then 
there is the so-called renal pressure, which, in turn, can
text on
2%, regarding this new made off."
lead to stroke in some people.»
Since the end of 2000 Serbian person 'Laki' is unemployed. He 
did not used professional laboratory with suitable equipment for 
the last 20 years. He called himself GOD. «I am GOD also»
http://teslastyle101.com/curicullum-vitae/
When our lawyer Mr. R. from London called to him, instead 
woman pick up the phone, who take care about Pr. Lakicevic. 
She told that he is very unstable, screaming, very rude, 
swearing, and she think he was removed from research institute, 
because of his mental sickness, possible schizophrenia.
So again: why USB cost $350 plus shipping? It's only empty 
plastic, looks like USB, with the sticker which cost 14 $.

https://5gbioshield.com/
http://teslastyle101.com/curicullum-vitae/


radiating-devices/dp/B07KYD6S81
https://www.amazon.co.uk/OMNIA-RADIATION-
BALANCER-
 
***Pr. Lakicevich (Serbia) mentioned about LOVE and 
INTENTION which in this glass part of the USB. This means 
that in order to avoid 5G radiation each person should put 
"intention" into this glass part of USB ?
Placebo effect yes, can be up to 15%, maybe it will be good for 
the meditation, but again it will not stop boiling blood and water 
in your body. This Chinese & Serbian made Serbian USB, has 
no patent or license. In a word, he can talk and talk at random, 
but we instead make and receive test certificates, in particular, 
on radioactivity.
Without acts of strict testing, certificates and patent ( we have 5 
patents ), all words are empty chatter. None of the talkers ever 
agree to strict testing. Serbian creator of this fake USB, don't 
want to do the testings! If he were a real scientist, he would not 
refuse to cooperate, because we Russian scientists sent to him 
very attractive scientific proposal.
 
**USB from 'bioshield.com'has no electronic components and is 
simply a sticker stuck onto the new device. Why then does it 
need to be on a USB stick anyway ? Why does it need to be 
attached to an electrical circuit when it is not electronic 
according to Serbian Laki ? Answer is obvious: Just to mimic 
RUSSIAN USB REZOTONE which gain great success. They 
just decided to earn money on the positive feedback from 
Rezotone USB. Regarding this, letter was sent from Russian law 
company already to 'bioshield.com' twice

https://www.amazon.co.uk/OMNIA-RADIATION-BALANCER-
https://www.amazon.co.uk/OMNIA-RADIATION-BALANCER-
http://bioshield.com/
http://bioshield.com/


 
Kimberly Steele, California, USA
WHAT UNBELIEVABLE LACK OF CONSCIOUSNESS 
SACHA STONE HAS! ALL I CAN SAY IS KARMA IS 
GOING TO BITE HIM.
In this video he is taking about all the technology that he and 
Simon Parkes evaluated with assistance from 5G REZOTONE 
SHIELD for many months, and then try to make it look like it's 
associated with the supposedly newest greatest technology they 
call '5G BIOSHIELD'. Where's the science to prove that? If it's 
so new and great, why doesn't their website show the patents 
associated or any of the research associated with their product? 
All the very impressive credentialed scientists he talks about in 
this video are shown on 5G Rezotone Shield's site  
here: https://5grezotoneshield.com/So, how conveniently 
confusing is it that he shows in this video the 5G Bioshield logo 
next to the 5G Rezotone Shield USB stick? Also in this video, 
he says to understand more about the science come talk to me 
after the show. Their  
site, https://5gbioshield.com/science-research/is loaded with all 
kinds of other people's Quantum science and research but I 
couldn't find anything directly related to the 5G Bioshield. I 
doubt the users of their device experience anything and they are 
charging the same amount as the REAL 5G Rezotone Shield 
device.
 
Many people are searching these days for this Russian USB 
device, which is excellent protection against 5G. https://
5grezotoneshield.com: .info@5grezotoneshield.com
 

https://5grezotoneshield.com/
https://5gbioshield.com/science-research/
https://5grezotoneshield.com/
https://5grezotoneshield.com/
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 YOUTUBE VIDEO :   https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=97-J0FsuEM8
DON'T buy this USB Stick.
2 004 832 , 2 million people saw this !   
 
ARTICLE :
Pulling apart a £339 anti-5G USB stick - BBC News : 
https://www.bbc.com/news/technology-52810220
About director of « bioshield»

Sacha Stone again under fire 
 https://www.ellaster.nl/2019/12/06/sacha-stone-again-
under-fire/?fbclid=IwAR1P-
t9Ys8yp8EDWF520h_t4RKIUNb8zdwmvCVrrq-
gAn2EwOIAUE0fhd6E
 
 
BioShield sells regular 128-megabyte USB flash drives for $ 
350 under the guise of protective screens against malicious 
5G radiation
Компания BioShield продаёт обычные 128-мегабайтные 
USB-флешки за 350 долларов под видом защитных экранов 
от вредоносного 5G излучения
https://overclockers.ru/blog/Splash_Attack/show/37443/
kompaniya-bioshield-prodaet- obychnye-128-megabajtnye-usb-
fleshki-za-350-dollarov-pod-vidom-zaschitnyh-ekranov-ot-
vredonosnogo-5g-izlucheniya
REPLYS, from Russia under this article: 
They will need to prove that this USB keychain "creates a 
holographic field with nanolayers", not that the USB keychain 
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itself absorbs something. Moreover, this field should be 
sufficient to "protect the family and home". And to prove this 
they need to prove the existence of holographic fields with 
nanolayers or explain what they meant by these words. Maybe 
they had a holographic sticker in mind? 
According to the presumption of innocence, the authorities need 
to prove that this device does not create holographic fields with 
nano-layers. 
The presumption of innocence applies in criminal and 
administrative law. It also refers to a civil lawsuit to close the 
company. In this case, the trial is adversarial in nature, when 
both
parties must present their arguments. And for a criminal case, it 
will be enough to add the conclusion and testimony of an expert 
and specialist to the case.
 
Team co-ordinator and visionary.
 JULIA  
Website. http://5grezotoneshield.com/

http://5grezotoneshield.com/

